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President’s Corner

by Sue Spaid

Sometimes rescue work is tough work. It is the dogs who
are abused and neglected. It is the adopter that can’t
understand that a particular dog is not the right dog for
them. It’s volunteers that passionately disagree about
something and end up in an unfixable disagreement.
Rescue work is hard, but it is also very rewarding.
Managing a national rescue is a great job. I enjoy interacting with people from across the
country. It can also be a challenging job. Making the right decision does not happen in a
vacuum. I am blessed to have a great board of directors that help me sort through the
tough stuff. They are great sounding boards and are wonderfully supportive. They manage
their respective regions well and are all excellent communicators.
We are blessed to have fantastic state coordinators that do their jobs and do them well.
They work with their fosters and volunteers to make NBRAN run like a well oiled machine.
The coordinators know their folks well and are always working to add people to their
volunteer lists. They respect their volunteers and treat them as equal partners.
Do we always get it right? No. We are fallible human beings. We make mistakes. But at
the end of the day, it is the love of the dogs that brings us
Inside This Issue
and keeps us together. That love and that dedication is
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what makes NBRAN the organization that it is. I am
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fortunate to be the president of such a wonderful group. 2
I cherish the relationships I’ve developed over the years. 3-13 Reader’s Stories
We are blessed to have devoted followers who share in
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our love of this wonderful breed of dog and I hope you
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will all enjoy this issue of the Brittany Advocate.
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Mavor-Elizabeth Hickey – A Young NBRAN Philanthropist
(and 2 time adopter)
When Mavor-Elizabeth Hickey of Ottawa, Ontario (Canada) was planning her 11th birthday party, she was
aware that her parents had already finalized the adoption of their 2nd NBRAN dog Ruby. Ruby was going
to arrive in her new home in time for the party. Mavor-Elizabeth hadn’t even met her new rescue dog yet
when she decided (on her own!) to turn her birthday party into an NBRAN fundraiser.
She thought it would be a great way to let all her friends know about Ruby since they already knew about
NBRAN and Bailey (the NY dog they adopted last year) and an opportunity to raise money. As a family,
she and her parents have followed along with some of the sad stories like Chase and Ryder and she
really wanted to help out with the vet costs for Brittanys in
need.
With the help of her parents she created a flyer that went
out with her invitations asking people to consider donations
to NBRAN as her birthday gift.
She also made a special
Brittany inspired box for the
donations with her dogs’
photos attached ♥
Well…..the party was a
HUGE success and MavorElizabeth raised $325 for
NBRAN!! WOW. That is the
cost of a neuter and vaccines in some states and
such a great help to NBRAN! What an exceptional girl to
think of other dogs instead of herself on her very special day.
AND the icing on the (birthday) cake is that Ruby….who was found as a
stray in Alabama, adopted and returned to NBRAN because of anxiety
issues from being an only dog, is now blossoming in her new home. She
loves her new life, her new Brittany brother, her family and she is finally
HOME forever.
Mavor-Elizabeth is a big fan of Greek mythology and since her two
NBRAN siblings already arrived with first names she has given them
middle names. Bailey’s middle name is Perseus and she just recently
decided that Ruby’s middle name was Artemis.
Everyone at NBRAN wants to say a big THANK YOU Mavor-Elizabeth
Hickey for your generosity, for thinking of our dogs on your very special
day and for being such a good sister to two very lucky NBRAN dogs!
You are amazing!!!!!
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Written by Mike Hammond, the adopter of Holly, a 10 year old female adopted into British
Columbia in 2013.

HOLLY RESCUED
A gentle girl
her real nature distorted
by fear and abuse.

When first we met
it sat on her soul
and colored all she saw,
heard and felt.

For years
any touch caused
a defense
and withdrawal
until time and tenderness
repaired
the tattered wounds
life had imparted.

Her trust is now complete
and our companionship
is a blessing
to us both.
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Super Smart Charlie
Charlie is amazing! We are totally in love
with him and are so happy he has joined us.
He loves playing with his big brother Jack (8
years) and they have become basically
inseparable. He attempts to play with the cat,
although the cat isn’t so keen on the idea.
Charlie is very respectful and gives her space.
He is doing typical puppy stuff yet, like
chewing on a few things he shouldn’t, but
that just encourages me to put my shoes
away. Charlie is a champ when it comes to eating and going outside.
He has a healthy appetite and eats quickly, so we have a new maze
type feeder that has slowed him down a bit.
He wastes no time when outside to get down
to business and we haven’t had a single
accident in the house.
He enjoys riding in the car and has been to
the pet store many times and has visited the
local greenhouse with us. Everyone comments on his coloring and his calm demeanor.
He had a few new firsts this week. Tuesday,
he had an afternoon of running and playing
at my mother-in-law’s house before visiting
my husband’s grandmother. Friday, he spent
the day at doggy daycare. He had an excellent report card for the day
and needless to say, we had a very tired puppy.
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Charlie walks well on a leash and is grasping
“sit” well. We are working on “shake”,
“down”, and “off”. Recall is good and he
comes quickly when called. We strongly
believe he will grow into an amazing adult
and look forward to guiding and caring for
him for many years.
Marie & Kevin

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ole, a French Brittany NBRAN dog (owned by Lars and Linda Larson) helping with spring fertilizing
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New Westminster Molly
I thought I would share this in the newsletter. Molly was a dog who had been through several
homes in rapid succession, and had some rare aggression issues. Lars and I worked with her
for a year, and then found the rare and wonderful Dextras team of Ken & Susan, who are
natural-born-alpha pack leaders. They were able to handle Molly and provided her a happy
ending! Here are some pictures and an update.
Linda & Lars Larson
******************************************************************************************************************

Hi Linda and Lars,
Thought you would enjoy an update on our beautiful Molly who turned 11 in December. She’s doing
great and aging quite gracefully. She still enjoys her long daily walks “off-leash” in our nearby forested
park and she loves stalking squirrels and moles but doesn’t seem as motivated to hunt them down as
she used to. And she loves her morning and afternoon naps which shows that she’s gearing down and
settling into older age.
But when summer arrives and the lake warms up ... she can’t wait to jump in and enjoy a lovely swim
while we paddle the canoe alongside her. We let her have a nice swim while we paddle across the lake
- (she lasts about 15 minutes at a time) and then we pull her into the canoe - (that’s why she has the life
jacket on) ... and she’s quite content to ride along with us until we get to the beach, where she can
chase minnows in the water forever !
All in all, she’s a very happy girl. We love her to bits and enjoy every moment of every day that we
spend with her. The last photo is of Molly with our granddaughter Katie who celebrated her 5th birthday
this past weekend.
Hope all is well with you and that you’re enjoying your Brittany family in Quincy.
Take care,
Susan and Ken Dextras
New Westminster, BC (Canada
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The Mark of Zoro

Z

Here is our story about our furry family. We had 2 Brittanys, they were brother and sister. They
were inseparable and did everything together. My husband and I referred to them as our kids.
We lost our little girl a year and a half ago, we were all devastated, she was almost 13 years old.
Bowen missed her so, he wasn't very energetic and we were afraid he was going to die of a broken
heart. So in December of 2016 I set out to find him a new sibling.
I was connected with Yvonne, Melinde and Devon who told us about Zoro. He is a French
Brittany. We had no idea they existed. The moment I saw his picture I fell in love with my new
son. He is a bundle of energy always on the move! He loves to talk, just say his name and he will
start talking. He keeps his brother active and loves to follow daddy everywhere. It's only been 2.5
months but hard to remember life without him.
We will forever be grateful for the love and dedication of the foster families and transport teams
who made this all possible.
Kathy Monahan
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Happy Jack
Jack has been doing wonderful! He is currently curled up next to my feet on
my heated blanket. We're happy to report no more poop accidents in the
house! He seems to be making continued progress in the kennel, we did take
your advice and got him on a very low dose of Trazodone to help when
we're gone. Both dogs are also taking fish oil every night and we just got
them Tummy works and some new toys from Westpaw.
Jack's favorite toy is his blue tug toy and we call it his best friend. Lucy has
also been doing well with him but still lets him know when he's bugging her,
lol. Jack is head over heels in love with Mike and follows him EVERYWHERE
and cries when he goes into the bathroom. He's learned how to sit, give paw,
wait, give high fives and we just mastered roll over last night!
Each weekend on Sunday we usually go to the off leash dog park and get them tired out and Jack
looooves it. He constantly finds himself in the mud and has to get a bath when he gets home but you
can tell he has so much fun. He's getting much better around other dogs and his socialization skills
have really improved. He will walk up to new people and introduce himself. He stays with us at the
park and responds really well to commands to come back, and even checks in if he realizes he went
too far. It's awesome! I took him and Lucy to the park a couple weeks ago in between a break for
work and I was nervous because it was the first time I went without Mike so I was hesitant to see
how Jack would do listening to just me, but he did wonderful! He's just such a wonderful dog and
we're so happy that we have him in our lives!
Thank you for what you are doing!! We'd love to get together with you and your pups sometime in
the future!
Best,
Kristie, Mike, Jack & Lucy
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More on Manny
We’re right in the middle of maple syrup season in Wisconsin,
and Manny loves it! We’ve been heading out to my dad’s
sugar woods almost daily for a few hours, and Manny gets to
sniff and explore and get quite muddy! I did let him run off
leash twice, but both times he disappeared into the woods
and it made me quite nervous until he returned. He was one
happy pup, but I have no idea just how far he went! Since
then, I’ve been keeping him on a long leash so he still gets to
explore, play in the creek, and get quite tired.
Yesterday, a little moth must have awoken from his hibernation spot, and it fluttered out of the sugar shack past Manny.
He got so excited and chased it as far as he could! Everyone
thought it was adorable!
Manny did have a rough week earlier in March. I took him in
to the vet for his first routine dental cleaning, and he had to
have 6 teeth pulled, including all 4 canine teeth. He was one
sore puppy for a few days. He seems to have recovered completely from that and his breath is so
much better! He still begs for his chicken jerky and chewy treats every time I walk into the kitchen, and
he doesn’t have any problems eating.
A few days after the dental work, we were in my dad’s woods and he cut his front leg on something,
perhaps a branch sticking up. My mom, a retired nurse, bandaged his leg all up, mostly to try to keep
it clean, but that didn’t last long. He chewed and pulled at the bandage. He did look like a little toughie
with it on!
Other than that, Manny is just my sweet little companion. He’s
getting better at walking on his leash, and he likes to go places
with me. He rides in the car so well, mostly looking out the
window. He has never chewed or destroyed anything in my
house, and he has complete run of the house during the day
when I’m at work. He dotes on his older brother Nik and follows him everywhere! If Nik is napping in the living room, then
Manny has to nap in the living room. If Nik is napping in the
bedroom, then Manny naps in the bedroom. If Nik has to go
outside, then Manny has to go outside. I definitely will have to
get Manny another playmate when Nik passes.
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Manny is getting braver at the dog park when other dogs approach him too. He still prefers dogs his size
or smaller, but there are a few bigger dogs that he’ll say hello to. I rarely have to call him back anymore
— he’ll run ahead of me but then always circles back. Sometimes I’ll see him stop and look back to see if
I’m still behind him, then he’ll run off again.
My favorite part of my day is when I come home from work.
Manny must hear the garage door open, but he’s too short to
see out of the window in the kitchen door, so he’ll jump up
repeatedly like a kangaroo to peek out the door window at me.
It’s hilarious! Then when I unlock the door, he’s all over me with
kisses and his tail wiggles so hard that his entire hind end
wiggles too! It’s a wonderful way to be welcomed home!
I also have to share the greatest picture of Manny. He's laying
on his back and actually letting me scratch his belly, which he's
never done before. It's taken him this long to be relaxed enough
to lay on the couch next to me and roll onto his back to let me
scratch his belly, which got a little pudgy over the winter!
Manny likes to give kisses, he likes to be brushed, and he loves it
when I scratch his haunches. But he's never rolled into his back
like this before.
It's another little breakthrough for my sweet boy! It
seemed like something you would appreciate hearing!
I am so thankful for your help in sending me my Manny.
Lynne
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Meet Lucy
Lucy was found by one of NBRAN’s awesome
volunteers roaming the streets in Pennsylvania in
February. She tracked down the owner only to find they
didn’t want her anymore so Lucy came to Illinois to be my
foster. She is 10 and was overweight. As you can see by
the picture, her poor belly was so distended even the vet
thought she was pregnant until she did an ultrasound. Lucy
was suffering from a false pregnancy. She also yelped
when picked up or her hips and back legs were touched a
lot. She has arthritis.
We helped Lucy through her false pregnancy, had her
spayed, got her on meds for her arthritis and she has lost
eight pounds. Now she looks and feels much better. She is
the happiest dog I have ever met. She loves everyone and every one loves Lucy.
I can’t understand how someone could have a dog for
10 years and just give her up. After a couple weeks at
my house, I had to call my state Coordinator, Susan
Hennis, and explain that I could no longer foster Lucy,
I had to adopt her. I had just lost my Britt, Molly, on
February 28th to a stroke and I was devastated. I had
thought adopting so soon after losing Molly would
mean she could easily be replaced or in some way
minimize her
life. Molly was my baby, I had adopted
her at six months old and she was 12
when she passed. But I realized when I
met Lucy that she was meant to be with
me. I wasn’t replacing Molly; I was just
making room in my heart for Lucy. I had
fostered another Brittany but I guess my
heart was waiting for Lucy. Thank you
NBRAN for rescuing Lucy and thank you
Susan Hennis for your patience and
supporting me while I
found the perfect
Brittany for me.
Lucy’s Mom,
Rachel Williams
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In Search of Forever: Rylee
Rylee is a 2-Year-Old Brittany/Pointer mix with a big personality. She was originally found as a
stray in Virginia with her sister (who has been successfully adopted!) before her rescue by
NBRAN.
Since arriving at her foster home, Rylee has learned many new things: she is house trained,
walks well on a gentle leader, and can greet people, dogs and cat politely.
Rylee is shy and slow to warm up to new people; her foster mom suggests a house where she
will be an only dog, or an easygoing male dog companion.
Smart and eager to please, we believe Rylee will thrive in an environment with no small children, a dominant mom in the house as her primary caregiver, and a physical fence.
If you are interested in adopting Rylee, you can contact Lisa Giddings for more information
(rlgiddings@yahoo.com). Her adoption fee is $325 and can be transported up to 1,200 miles
from her foster home in Eastern Pennsylvania.
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Photo Gallery
Ray, Gus and Ally! Ray & Gus are registered Medical Alert Dogs for Mary Cantrell

Charlie is amazing and I think we've created an absolutely inseparable bond.
My life is twice as more joyous with him in it and I believe he's living a very
happy life as we spend most weekends hiking up the Pacific North West
mountains or running along the Puget Sound.

Maddie says Hi!

Traveling from California for our return to Minnesota.
We will stop in Denver to see friends and family. We
will spend a few weeks getting our new home organized then in June we will take the motor home to visit
friends in Idaho and visit some national parks. We will
then pick up our trailer and golf cart in California to
bring back to Minnesota. It will be a summer of relaxation and some travel.
Love, Mike McC. and Miller
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Photo Gallery
From 5-Star to the field...Utley and Lily know how to have a good time!

Some random photos of some more beautiful Brittanys…
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Matisse crossed the bridge – my beloved, giant mutant Brittany boy (61 lbs.) who lost
his valiant battle with liver cancer.
Matisse was an unusual Brittany – he was not
interested in birds or pointing, but rather was
obsessed with tennis balls. Not just any random
balls but HIS tennis ball. He was very particular and
would not chase any strange tennis balls. He would
retrieve a ball until he could no longer run and
would collapse from exhaustion. He would lay,
panting and exhausted and wanting so badly to
continue to chase the ball. In his younger days, I
had to hide the balls from him until it was playtime
otherwise he would drop a ball on my face while I
slept, trying to get me up to throw the ball.
I have fostered brittanys for the past 10 years and
during that time, several have chased Matisse as he
ran after the tennis ball and in doing so, have worn themselves out in the process. Three times a day, 7 days a
week – rain or shine - with a chuck-it or just a mud-covered hand, I threw the ball to wear Matisse out. My other
fur-kids, a Brittany and a golden/Brittany mix, never showed any interest in tennis balls or any toys for that
matter. Both are only interested in chasing living things such as lizards, birds, rats and opossums. Matisse – he
was the ball catcher. Even if the ball became half a ball or a piece of felt – he would still want it thrown so he could
bring it back and start over again. He was quite a Brittany and the world is just a little less bright without his light.
Patty Levine
My LADY went to the bridge on May 9th quite suddenly. She was 12 years old. She was
my failed foster from NBRAN. I got her in May of 2010 to foster and she was a mess at the
time, having had several “forever homes” that didn’t work out. She was afraid of darn near
everything, but especially men - and spent the first few months under the bed when my
husband was home, except for dinner times and walkie times. Patience and love paid off
and she became a member of the Bell family in
December of 2010. Lady, aka Sunny, aka Millie
Lou Who (former names) was an eccentric little
girl to the end and we could not have loved her
more. Lady loved a good swim, a roll in the mud,
or a roll in anything dead in the woods of our
cabin in central Mississippi…the girl loved
anything that stunk!
We buried her under a dogwood tree
overlooking the lake. She died just days
before we planned to take the dogs out to
see our new lake house for the first time….
She would have loved that beautiful water.
Julia Baker Bell
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Lucy came to me as a birthday surprise from my significant other, Joe, in August of 2005.

She
arrived with her foster at my front door wearing Hawaiian leis and a bow on her collar. She was
thought to be 3-5 years old then. It was my first time hearing of the rescue group that I have come
to love: National Brittany Rescue. Even though she had been with her wonderful foster mom, Denise, for over 4 months while
she recovered from heartworm treatment, she was still an anxious and fearful girl. She came into rescue with a broken jaw
that hadn’t healed correctly, so her bottom canine tooth kept her upper lip open. At first, when we would reach for her collar
to direct her, she would flatten to the ground and squeal fearfully, even before you touched her. She would also crouch down
and spin in circles when you walked in a dark room where she was and turned on a light. On our first walks around the
neighborhood, she would stop and pancake on the ground in front of each house. I would pick her up on all 4 and we would
walk another house width and she would pancake again. She did this for several walks until she finally got comfortable that I
wasn’t walking her somewhere horrible. She eventually came to love her walks and the people we would meet along the way.
She also loved going to the dog park and meandering around to visit the people and other dogs. When it became too difficult
for her to walk the 200 steps from our backyard to the dog park, we got her a child’s wagon on Craigslist and rolled her there.
This second picture is of her in that wagon. Once there, we would lift her out and she would wander over to the wooded area
and slowly walk the length of the park. I’m sure in her mind she was racing through the woods, just like she did when she was
younger. I don’t know what her life before NBRAN held (but have some clues it was pretty horrible), but I know that once she
was rescued she knew nothing but love. She learned how to seek affection and attention (sometimes a little too well) and that
she could ask for (and get) what she wanted. She was a great little sister to Quincy, the Britt we had when she arrived, and a
great big sister to Tez, who came to us after Quincy succumbed to kidney failure (she even made the 8-hour trek to Omaha
with us to meet him and make sure he would be a good fit). She was always gentle and kind to our cat, Mabel, also, and
ignored Mabel’s many attempts to intimidate her with hissing and swipes of the paw.
In 2011 she had a surgery to place a ring around her urethral sphincter because of her bad incontinence and a year later
another surgery to tuck up her dropped bladder. Over time she became deaf and arthritic, but she was still loving and devoted
and followed Tez’s cues on when it was time to go outside, come inside, or time to eat. Two years ago she started showing
signs of laryngeal paralysis and collapsed at home twice and at the dog park once. The last time we thought we had lost her,
but she came to after mouth to snout and a CPR attempt. She had a vocal cord reduction to give her room in her throat to be
able to breathe, but the condition also includes rear leg weakness and that became her ultimate downfall. Generally she was
unable to get up on her own and was getting stuck in places all over the house where she would lie and cry until someone
would come and “save” her. Once she saw that Joe or I was there, she would stop crying, knowing that we would get her up
and moving. She was falling down more and running into things and was barely eating no matter what we tried. As much as
we selfishly wanted to keep her going, it wasn’t fair to her. We bid goodbye to her on March 23 with the help of a wonderful
veterinarian who came to our home. Tez and Mabel were both able to walk up to her and say goodbye and see that she had
left us for the Bridge.
She will forever be in our hearts.
Lisa Langeneckert
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In Memory at The Rainbow Bridge
Sweet Lucy Lu: Our little “Boss”
Lucy came to us from a back yard breeder as an 8 week old pup. Coming into a home with two
other Britts they showed her the ropes early on… and even being a cat chaser at the breeder’s
home, she learned to that our Charcoal cat would take none of that from her! She was a quick learner. Unfortunately, the
day Invisible Fence was coming with the new collar and for her first training session, she took off down the yard to chase the
sheriff’s car patrolling our cul-de-sac at 5MP per hour. I can still remember the day like yesterday, her ignoring my frantic
screams for her to stop. She ran right under his car and severed her back leg, a clean break at the joint at 6 months old. Our
vet was able to save her leg, after many castings, and recommended water therapy. So in 2004 Lucy got her own in ground
pool, and had one the rest of her life! She LOVED
the pool, the water, and the games with Grandkids
and her Dad. Despite her failing sight, she was still
paying tennis ball games in her pool, on her raft last
summer in 2016, although you could tell it was
getting harder for her to see them. We have very
many good memories of her hiking at Hocking Hills,
OH, helping me with NBRAN events and of course
the many summers in our pool. She was always the
“boss” moderating many younger Brittanys and
foster (failures) that came into our home, breaking
up play that got too rough. She was our “fun police”. This spring she has episode that lead to a diagnosis of advanced Renal failure, and
we helped our sweet girl cross over on May 8, 2017 at the age of 13 1/2. Lucy, the pool is
not the same without you. We miss you very much, but hope you are
running pain free with all the other Amore pups at the Bridge. Until we
meet again, please know I love you very much!
Patricia Amore

Memoriam From A Pet
By Mike Hammond

Remember me, but do not grieve.
You made my life so much more
than it might have been.
Every day I had with you
was a blessing that I would not have
had without you.
You gave me all your love,
I gave you all I could.
No one can give more.
When the sadness has faded,
perhaps you can give hope
and love again,
to another
like me.
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PoundWishes is a crowd-funding platform that enables animal-welfare organizations, like NBRAN, to
create fundraising campaigns, while also connecting potential adopters with their future pets.
A PoundWish represents a medical need that afflicts a homeless cat or dog. PoundWishes include
life-saving surgeries, medications, prosthetic limbs, behavioural retraining, or even round-the-clock
tender loving care – whatever is necessary to bring the pet back to health and ready for a forever
home.
PoundWishes has proven to be a powerful tool for NBRAN….enabling us to reach more people and
spread the word about some of our more critical dogs in need like Timmy in Arkansas who was
found almost starved to death by the side of the road…too weak to walk. Or Bentley in Texas who
has been struggling with severe autoimmune issues. NBRAN currently is running PoundWishes campaigns for both of these special dogs because we need help with their medical needs. You can find
out more about these dogs by following the links below.

Timmy
https://poundwishes.com/donate/1698404/
timmy

Bentley
https://poundwishes.com/donate/1650380/tx-bentley
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Volunteer of the Quarter
Tim Songster has been chosen as Volunteer of the Quarter:
NBRAN is pleased to announce that Tim Songster has been named Volunteer of the
Quarter. Tim ( known as Junior to his family and friends,) is a 13 year old from Omaha,
Nebraska.
Tim has been very important in the NBRAN effort. He assists his mother in rescuing, fostering
and transporting Britts. Per his mother this is one of his favorite activities. He forms loving
bonds with the foster dogs and demonstrates an uncanny ability to work with them.
In addition to helping with NBRAN, Tim enjoys fishing , camping and Legos like most 13 year
olds. Unfortunately Tim is facing something most young people don't have to face, he is
currently battling bone cancer.
We are fortunate to have Tim part of our organization, and we wish him good
thoughts and prayers in his fight with cancer . We look forward to Tim's
continued involvement with NBRAN and its mission.
Tim would appreciate any cards or good wishes. His address is 12712 Emiline
St., Omaha, Nebraska 68138.

———————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Coordinator of the Quarter
Yvonne Mehlenbacher has been chosen as Coordinator of the Quarter.
Not only does Yvonne show her deep compassion for our dogs by coordinating two
states, but she is always the first one to put her hand up to participate in extra NBRAN
initiatives such as NBRAN's new website and a promotion with Nylabone to get great
deals on chew toys for our fosters in need.
She is also always looking for ways to help save for NBRAN and we all know that every
penny counts in rescue!
Yvonne has built up great relationships with fosters and other volunteers and she
maintains positive relationships with shelters in her states, which enables NBRAN to hear
about Brittanys in need and pull them from shelters.
Another initiative she takes on is posting on the Brittanys
Lost and Found Facebook pages to help reunite lost dogs with
their families!
Congratulations and thank you Yvonne. Your hard work and
dedication is very much appreciated.
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NBRAN Officers
Sue Spaid, President, sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie, VP, susanguthrie@comcast.net
William Canney, Treasurer, Qebh1977@att.net
Dave Voeltz, Secretary, dvoeltz@pie.midco.net

NBRAN Board Members
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net
Susan Guthrie susanguthrie@comcast.net
Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Gaye Bricker beaubritt2@aol.com
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net
William Canney Qebh1977@att.net
Denise Turgeon brittsnbits@gmail.com
Chris Eddinger ceddinger@verizon.net
Lon Peck lpeck3@reagan.com

Support NBRAN while doing your online shopping. Use
the link below and a portion of your purchase is returned
to NBRAN to help support the dogs.
It costs you nothing, yet you are supporting your
organization. Please use and share the link below today!
http://smile.amazon.com/ch/06-1624968

Sandra toal sandratoal18@gmail.com

Facebook coordinator
Neca Hudgins neca227@gmail.com

Instagram coordinator

Cassandra McClintock cass.mcclintock@gmail.com

RescueGroups training or issues
Sue Spaid sspaid@verizon.net

NBRAN Newsletter

Editor - Dave Voeltz dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
Layout Design - Kelly Killeen kak0402@optoniline.net

Microchips

David Sattler dave90771@gmail.com To Order Them
Vicki Gordon OHBRITTLADY@OUTLOOK.COM To Register Them

Transportation coordinator
Nancy Walker nwalker@capecod.net

Ombudsman
If you have a concern of any nature and
want to report it, contact Dave Voeltz at
dvoeltz@pie.midco.net for a confidential
means of doing so.

Do you want to share your pictures or story?
Contact Dave Voeltz at Dvoeltz@pie.midco.net
and email your story and pictures. We love
sharing your story and pictures about the
newest member of your family!

Go to www.NBRAN.ORG and see how you can
become more involved in Brittany Rescue.
Foster, transport help, financial assistance,
home visits, or vet checks, there are many
ways you can help. Volunteer now and make a
difference!
Intakes

Placements

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

293
428
521
618
590
390
283
328

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

234
360
407
535
537
472
264
314

2015

361

2015

371

2016

313

2016

349

Through May 31

135

Through May 31

101
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